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Introduction
For both the theological and philological space, the Russian Nicolas Berdiaev, an important 
personality, has left valuable works to posterity. Spirit and Freedom (Berdiaev 2009) and A New 
Middle Age (Berdiaev 2001), translated into 17 languages, are just two examples. Among the books 
that he published, an important, yet little1 fructified one is definitely his autobiography (Berdiaev 
1992a, 1998), a book that can clearly be considered unfinished (Vadimov 1998:9). Written as 
a philosophical book, which is also filled with information related to his spiritual life and his 
road to God, who represents the accomplishment of an eschatological freedom, Berdiaev’s 
autobiography is important for mystical spirituality, history, philosophy and sociology, among 
other topics.

Besides information on the inner metamorphosis of the author and on the history of Russia of 
his time, the work also contains interesting information on political theology. More than in the 
spiritual autobiography of Saint John of Kronstadt (Morariu 2018b:1–5), also a Russian author, 
or in the autobiography of the Swedish diplomat Dag Hammarsjkold (Morariu 2017:129–133, 
2018a:1–5), in Berdiaev’s work we can investigate aspects related to political theology and to its 
meanings. This is not to surprise us if we take into account the fact that he comes from a space 
and a time when Tolstoy2 and Dostoyevsky (Dostoievski 1997) were famous authors, that he 
was influenced by their way of thinking (Berdiaev 1992a) and also that the author was at first a 
Kantian Marxist (Audi 2015:97), being even imprisoned for his ideas (Bompiani University 
2006:1187; Craig 1998:26). Still, it must be mentioned that despite the influences of the 
aforementioned writers, his own way of thinking is original and different from theirs, expanding 
on aspects like religion and spirituality and their relationship with philosophy or reality, which 
are just mentioned in the others works. Given the relevance of his ideas and the fact that, until 
now, this topic has not been investigated by researchers, we shall try, in this research, to present 
the main aspects of political theology that transpire from the spiritual–philosophical 
autobiography of the Russian author. To accomplish this task, we shall resort to other works 
that refer to such a topic, to the philosopher’s autobiographical works and to the writings 
dedicated to him throughout time.

1.Presented only in a few book reviews and having just short references in the works dedicated to him. See, for example, Casañas 
(1982:282–288), Louth (2015:60–76); Lubas-Bartoszyńska (2010:55–75).

2.Famous for his political ideas related to socialism. For more information about his ideas, see Tolstoy (1904, 1907, 2008, 2013, 
2016, 2017).

Despite its importance for the understanding of ideas and the genesis of Nicholas Berdiaev’s 
works, his spiritual autobiography, written at the end of his life, has not been fructified enough 
by contemporary research until today. Therefore, this research aims at bringing it into attention 
and emphasising the aspects of political theology it contains. The author investigates elements 
such as the philosopher’s eschatological notes, his conception about freedom and slavery or 
about the superior human condition, trying to see how they influence his representation of 
political theology. Moreover, he links his political and religious attitudes, in an attempt not 
only to identify the context in which his ideas regarding this topic were born and to find 
influences of the context in which he lived, but also to emphasise the contemporary dimension 
of his way of thinking and the place the topic holds in his spiritual autobiography. For this 
purpose, he also uses the works of the aforementioned philosopher, the book reviews and 
dictionary entries dedicated to his autobiography, as well as the books, articles and reviews 
dedicated to Berdiaev and his work, starting from his lifetime and up to these days.
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Aspects of political theology in the 
spiritual autobiography of Nicolas 
Berdiaev
Before speaking about the aspects of political theology that 
can be found in the spiritual autobiography of Berdiaev, one 
must clearly take into account the fact emphasised by the 
author at the beginning of his memoires, namely, that he 
was a man who had gone through three wars and two 
revolutions and had been imprisoned four times (Berdiaev 
1992a:10). His revolutionary character, connected to his 
family heritage,3 almost explains why he got in touch with 
authors like Rousseau (1969), Gide (1946, 1948) or Augustine 
(1991), who also influenced him in writing the text that we 
set off to investigate. Moreover, it influenced him as a young 
person to support Marxism (Pezzimenti 2013:272) and its 
doctrine to embrace Communism for a while (Berdiaev 
1992a:272).

His attitude towards politics starts with and converges 
towards freedom. In fact, his entire system of thinking is 
circumscribed by this keyword (Damian 2010:205–206), as he 
shows in his spiritual autobiography:

The spirit of freedom is innate to me: through my roots and 
pathos, I am an emancipator. To the exterior world, I oppose the 
interior one. (Berdiaev 1992a:34)4

According to him, this freedom starts from God’s wish. In 
other words, it is connected to providence.5 Consequently, 
life is seen by him as a test of freedom, in which man 
must gain victory over temptations (Berdiaev 1992a:67). 
The right use of freedom helps surpass inequality (Berdiaev 
1976:25–28), which is an important aspect from the political 
point of view.

As we have already mentioned, before speaking and writing 
about the way in which politics and theology can interfere 
and develop points of convergence and before becoming a 
philosopher who theorised on this topic, he experienced 
Russian political life before and during the revolution in a 
very committed way. If his closeness to Communism brought 
him several imprisonments, his criticism of it after the 
revolution made him to be part of the phenomenon called 
‘the exile of intelligentsia’ (Chamberlain 2007). As Celline 
Marange shows in the foreword of an anthology book 
containing some of his theological studies:

3.According to him: ‘It is necessary to mention some hereditary characteristics of our 
family. I belong to a race of predominant people, with a predisposition for crises of 
anger. My father, a very good man, had a very lively character and, because of it, had 
many clashes and conflicts during his life. My brother, a man of an extraordinary 
kindness, had real anger crises. I have also inherited this irritable and dominant 
character. It is a mark of Russian boyars. As a child, I felt the need to hit with the 
chair some of the people who surrounded me. To all of these, a certain loneliness is 
added; I have understood it also as a way in which the world has perceived me, but 
also through my own conscience’ (Berdiaev 1992a:21).

4.Somewhere else, he says: ‘They have called me a philosopher of freedom. An 
obscurantist prelate has called me even a ‘slave of freedom’. And it is true, I love 
freedom more than everything, I am born from it, it is my mother. For me, it is the 
primordial being’ (Berdiaev 1992a:65).

5.‘God wanted freedom and it was freedom that has led to the world’s tragedy. 
Freedom is at the beginning, but also at the end. It is, in fact, a philosophy of 
freedom that I have built, improved and completed all my life. I am convinced that 
God is present only where there is freedom and that He cannot be found outside of 
it’ (Berdiaev 1992a:65; Berdiaev 2009:35).

In September 1922, Nicolas Berdiaev was forced to leave forever 
his beloved Russia. For his departure to be allowed, he had to 
sign his own death sentence, accepting to be killed on the 
execution camp if he ever came back to the Soviet borders. 
(Marange 2009:14)

During his entire socialist period, he sought heroic prototypes 
to stimulate him in his efforts. If characters like Ibsen (1893) 
represented possible models for him, it is sure that the ones 
found in the works of Tolstoy or Dostoyevsky would be very 
important to him because of their status of ‘suffering heroes’ 
(Berdiaev 1992a:107). He would investigate them, trying to 
see how they managed to understand the world in which 
they lived and to overcome the problems they had to face. 
Speaking about them and about philosophers like Nietzsche 
and Marx, who influenced the first part of his life, he would 
show that:

Dostoyevsky, Nietzsche and Marx have had an enormous 
importance in the process of my understanding the dialectics of 
humanistic existentialism. After the interior torment, connected 
to the creative experience that I have been through, I have never 
betrayed my faith in the creative vocation of man. (Berdiaev 
1950:32, 1992:272)

His readings, together with his intrinsic transformative 
experience, would make him realise in the end that 
Communism was bad and would transform him into an 
important militant against its crimes. His interaction with 
people from other cultures (Berdiaev 1992a:334–335) and the 
reception of his ideas would have an important contribution 
to this, as they helped him understand that his fight against 
Communism was not political, but interior,6 and that the 
weaknesses of the regime consisted in its spirituality, or 
rather on its missing spirituality.

Clearly, when one speaks about political theology and 
wants to see its meaning according to Berdiaev’s spiritual 
autobiography, one must be conscious of the fact that, while 
in other works of this genre, like that of Dag Hammarskjöld 
(Morariu 2018a:1–5) or of John of Kronstadt (Morariu 
2018b:1–5), there is visible emphasis on political theology 
because of the context and of the way in which they were 
presented, and in the work of Saint Silouane from Athos 
(Morariu 2018d:145–150) the aspect is totally missing, in 
Berdiaev’s autobiographic work, just like in that of Maria 
Skobtova (Hackel 1965; Matzneff 2017; Morariu 2018c:79–81; 
Skobtova 1995, 2008; Smith 1965), with whom he was in 
contact, political theology is not an important and common 
topic. The philosopher prefers to speak about the political 
context of his home country or of his host country, insisting 
on elements such as human rights, the dignity of the human 
being, the sense of history (Berdiaev 1992a), religious reality 
or the interactions between philosophy and politics, rather 
than about political theology. Definitely, most of these aspects 
were simply mentioned in his autobiography because 
the author preferred to investigate them in detail in other 
works, such as A New Middle Age (Berdiaev 2001) and Spirit 

6.‘My fight against Communism has been a spiritual, not a political one, it has been 
a fight against the spirit of Communism’ (Berdiaev 1992a:289).
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and Freedom (Berdiaev 2009), or in his work dedicated to the 
philosophy of Dostoyevsky (Berdiaev 1992b).

When he approaches questions of theology, he prefers not to 
mix or link them. The reason is that he considers religion a 
special topic and tries to avoid making political references 
when speaking about it. Undoubtedly, his previous 
experiences related to Russian reality and the fact that he 
came close to death because of the way he understood the 
spirituality of this people would also influence his conceptions 
about this topic.

Nonetheless, his eschatological existentialist ideas (Bagdasar 
1968:298; Ivlampie 2001:5), which contributed to a different 
perception of time,7 let us deduce some of the elements that 
make his representation of the topic we are interested in. For 
example, in his spiritual autobiography, he speaks about 
solitude and communion, showing the importance of the 
latter for Christian life (Berdiaev 1992a):

Loneliness is an essential topic. Its opposite is communion. 
Isolated and in communion – this is the core of the entire religious 
life. How can overcome isolation, separation? Religion is nothing 
else than the search of reconciliation and communion. I have 
never had the feeling of being integrated in the objective world, 
the feeling of having a place in this space. I have always felt, in 
substance, outside the objective world, which has only touched 
me marginally. The absence of roots in this world subsequently 
determined by my philosophical way of thinking, as an objective 
world is at the basis of my feeling. (p. 50)

Reading this paragraph, carefully we understand the role of 
the Church as a place where the search for freedom comes 
first. This links its meaning with the political area and 
political theology, and helps it be perceived as a factor 
that helps the process of achieving this freedom and its final 
form – communion. Although he sees the final end of the 
world as the purpose and he does not refer often to the 
political space, he is also interested in this topic. Moreover, in 
the evaluation of the human being as a subject of politics and 
theology, he speaks about the superior nature of the human 
being, emphasising it (Berdiaev 1992a):

Human intuition and creative freedom have been my starting 
point (in creation), not Sophia or the sanctification of the flesh, as 
it happened with others. The evil of human life has troubled me 
more than anything else. This does not identify with the feeling 
of being a sinner, like for Calvin or Luther, for example, or like 
for Jansenists and in the monastic-ascetic Orthodoxy. I had the 
primordial sense of world’s privations and misery, but I also had 
faith in the superior nature of man. (p. 205)

Conclusion
Although in his spiritual autobiography he does not develop 
the subject of political theology, unlike in some of his 
other works of other authors of this genre (see, e.g., Morariu 

7.For, as specialists show: ‘Berdiaev’s philosophy is an eschatological one, therefore it 
is linkedwith the perspective of the final end of man and world. Conseqeuntly, the 
notion of redemption, like the one of salvation, is essential for him. Berdiaev 
deduces three categories of time: cosmic time, historical time and existential time, 
which is the that of subjectivity, of human eternity. The three ones tend towards 
eternity, which is the end of time’ (Huisman 2001:106).

2018e:54–64), Berdiaev offers some interesting elements 
related to it. His ideas can be connected with others from 
other of his works, in which he develops his philosophical 
way of thinking. Likewise, his spiritual autobiography is 
important for this topic, among others, because he often 
explains the genesis of his ideas and presents them in detail, 
highlighting their roots. Moreover, because of his way of 
seeing the eschatological dimension of society and because 
he puts forward an interesting conception about freedom 
and the superior nature of man, which comes from the 
theological world and which can be linked also with 
politics, he opens new bridges of investigation and dialogue. 
For these reasons, among other important ones, his spiritual 
autobiography must be rediscovered and fructified by 
contemporary scientific research.
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